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Cave Rescue in the Forest

The editor apologises for only one news letter in April / May, the reason is the building work going on in
the editorial mansion. Apart from that weak excuse the editor could do with more articles for publications,
how about something from the Birmingham end of the Forest for a start.
Caving covers a very wide range of subjects and most people ought to be able to write something of
interest.

Hon Sec

Hon Editor

Mrs D Court
26 Park Walk
Chase Park
Ross - on - Wye
Herefordshire

R E Bailey
Rose Cottage
Aston Crews
Lea
Nr Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire
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FOREST NEWS - LOST IN OLD BOW
The Easter weekend nearly saw a rescue in the Forest when a party of six were lost in the Old Bow Iron
Mine for about fourteen hours ( is this a record ? )
The group were on their annual trip from the big city of London to the village of Clearwell were they
illegally camp on the Meend. After closing time ( it is presumed ) they decided to investigate the nether
world of the Forest of Dean, this was on Sunday afternoon.
Entering the labyrinth that is Old Bow they must have soon discovered the first rule of mining, ie know
your way back out. After some hours despair had set in, and, thinking of posterity, they sat down and
wrote a note to anyone who might be in the mine in the next few weeks :We are lost - 2nd April 1972 - HELP
Time 8 pm Sun - camping Clearwell
Volkswagen - 491 ADY - B Potter
3 Cars - 6 Lads - Phone rescue
This is no joke - HELP
After two hours of searching for one of many entrances another message was left, about 150 ft from the
first note :Sunday 2nd April 1972
Time 10 pm - URGENT
We are lost - Please send
Rescue - Police to find us
We are six lads camped
Above tourist Caves Clearwell
Our cars and tent and DOG
Are still there - lights low no
Food - PLEASE send help to
Find us - URGENTLY
However the lads persevered in their search and about 4 am on the Monday morning they at last managed
to find the way out . Quite a trip for beginners.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE CAVE RESCUE GROUP

The annual general meeting will take place at the Butchers Arms Clearwell on Saturday 20th May, starting
time 8 pm.
Any propositions for inclusion in the agenda should be sent to the Hon Sec by the 6th May 1972.
Nominations for committee and officers will be accepted from the floor.
Those requiring bread and cheese should contact either :- Cliff Seymour - for the Forest area or
Tony Day - for the Glos and Chelt area.
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NEW MEMBERS
Pam and John Davis - Address :-

22 Davey Road
Handsworth
Birmingham 20

Welcome to the club.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Radiant Darkness, the wonderful world of caves.
Plymouth Caving Group, news letter and journal

December 1971 No 41
February 1972 No 42

CRG Transaction VOL 14 No 2
CRG Index to news letters 1947 - 71
CRG News Letter No 129 March 1972
Anyone who thinks that the library is in need of a publication or publications that we haven’t got please
contact Heather Macdonald.
Besides new publications Heather also wants some one gallon plastic containers to make into holders for
books etc. The existing folders are getting tatty.

NIFE CELLS
There are still some cells available - £3.50 each, see John Court. All the cable has now sold.

KILN HOLE
During a recent wet spell Ian Standing was in the Joyford area and he found that the Wet Sink stream was
divided in two with the second half of the stream going down Kiln Hole. It must be a long time since Kiln
last took a stream, unfortunately the ban on digging there is still in force.

TRIPS
Due to members not turning up on weekend trips when they had said they would the club has been
embarrassed somewhat on the last few trips with many more beds than members and this has cost the club
money. In future a deposit of 5/- per person per night is asked. This is about the usual cottage fee and
should cover the club if you fail to turn up.
May the 10th Wednesday evening - Lamb Lair.
May the 13th / 14th South Wales weekend.
May the 20th Saturday 8 pm. Glos Cave Rescue Group AGM at the Butchers Arms.
June the 10th / 11th Yorkshire.
July the 9th Cave Rescue Practice.

MONTHLY MEETINGS
Diana has brightened up these meetings by getting guest speakers to give illustrated talks on a variety of
caving subjects. So far they have proved very successful.
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WHO’S WHO
Who had a screw loose ?
Who got picked up by a fourteen year old ?
Who took the annual accustomed trip ?
Who has Daph dangling on a string ?
Who likes Alker Seltzer coffee ?
Who saw a full frontal ?
Who’s full frontal was it ?

CAVE RESEARCH GROUP OF GREAT BRITAIN

The southern general meeting will be held at Clearwell Castle on the 17th to 16th June 1972.
Programme - Saturday :3.45 pm - Tea and biscuits will be available at 5p per head
4.00 pm - ‘ Calcite in Caves ‘
5.00 - 5.15 pm - Discussion
5.15 pm - ‘ Caves and Caving ‘ - A cine film made by R Vincent Davies for the Bristol City Museum.
5.45 - 6.00 pm - Discussion.
7.00 pm - Infor mal dinner in the castle. £1.00 ( approx ) per person.
8.30 pm - ( Approx ) Slide show - ‘ Haematite Mining in the Royal Forest of Dean ‘ will be given by Mr I J
Standing.
A private bar will be arranged in the castle from 7 pm to 12 pm
Sunday :-

Trips to local mines and caves.

Menus for Saturdays nosh :-

Fruit juice or cream of tomato soup.
Honey baked ham, pineapple and peaches.
Fruit flan and cream.
Tea or coffee.

Book with Diana Court.
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OGOF AGGEN ALLWED - THE TURKEY SUMP SERIES

The 18th of March dawned bright and sunny and although the party had dwindled to Roger Solari and
myself we decided to carry on with our plans to dive Turkey sumps.
Heavily laden we arrived at NW Junction and selected two tads
We had rescued John Parkers tad from the second boulder choke and so deposited it with the others left
from the dive a fortnight before.
After 3 hrs 10 minutes we arrived at Turkey Sump and sorted the gear needed. Another hour was spent in
ferrying this through the tight section before the sump and kitting up in the restricted space available.
The first sump was then passed quite easily being only 20 ft long the second followed straight away.
In crystal clear water we swam vertically down a deep rift and then out into a large passage which shelved
gently upwards, and we broke surface in a small pool after an 80 ft dive.
A large stream way continued which we followed awkwardly in fins and bottles. Down a boulder pile, a
short traverse and then the third sump. Although small to enter, once under water the size increased and
again a most pleasant swim. After 30 ft we broke surface in a deep pool with a narrow stream way coming
into it. Here in confined space we de-kitted and set off eagerly to explore. All too soon we reached a duck
which needed a 2 ft dive to clear. We followed this small stream to another sump, sump four, which didn’t
go to our knowledge.
We traversed to an aven we had noticed and this 20 ft climb gave access to a vast series of passage. Huge
circular passages led off and these we followed, soon being forced to traverse high as the passage
narrowed.
Some large junctions were noticed but we followed the main passage on. Soon a stream could be heard and
we dropped down into a large meandering stream way which eventually led to the muddy sump five.
John Parker had passed this and explored a further mile of passage. However we intended to visit this in
the near future and so returned exploring side passages on route. The area reminded us very much of the
summertime series and interesting possibilities suggest themselves when one thinks that they almost
certainly connected with this series once.
Some very beautiful formations were noted similar to some we’d seen in France, and most unusual in
Aggy.
We returned, kitted up again and dived back through sump three. Visibility was now very poor as we’d
stirred up a lot of mud. We de-kitted again and climbed up into a large side passage. This led steeply up
until we had to climb up a very nasty boulder pile. Quite a few rocks went crashing down but fortunately
not us with them. We were now in a really big straight passage which we followed until we met a huge
rock fall. If this could be dug it would provide a by-pass to Sump I and II. However neither of us thought
there was much chance of that. The highlight of this area was some really stupendous pure white
formations which really were well worth seeing.
Back in the stream way Roger found an active inlet passage which he tried to push, but my stomach was
rumbling and I was thinking of the stove we’d brought in for hot food and coffee which was the other side
of two sumps. I finally retrieved him and we dived back through Sump II.
Roger tried to prove Sump I wasn’t easy by getting stuck halfway through. In bad visibility its easy to take
a smaller route and I got just as stuck in the same place. Thoughts of coffee and other things however got
me through. ( What other things ? Ed )

Cont.
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The next tight section is a basic nightmare and best forgotten, but we soon staggered into larger stream
way.
We consulted my watch and found we’d been three hours beyond the sumps and it was 8 pm. “ Reckon we
can get out for a pint “ says Roger and my vision of coffee and Irish Stew rapidly dissolve and I settle for a
Mars Bar.
Dumping unnecessary kit we set off at a run. I remember thinking that I wasn’t going to last long at this
rate. Soon Coal-Cellar Passage sped by NW Junction, then we scattered 2nd boulder choke, fell into main
chamber, banged my head on the 1st choke and nearly collapsed in the entrance series. However we
crawled out into a starry night at 9.30 pm having taken 1 ½ hours to get out. We had been underground for
9hrs and 40 minutes and both of us rated it a very good trip.
Within the hour we were sipping our well deserved pints in the Drum and Monkey and being eyed by
curious locals. A worthy end to the day.
John Elliott.

IDENTIFICATION OF OLD BOTTLES.
One of the most common relics found in old mines are glass bottles of widely differing ages and so can be a
good guide to the age of the workings in which they are found.
Up until about 1600 very few glass bottles were made in this country. Glass was very valuable before then
the manufacturers were confined to the production of window glass.
Before 1800 most glass bottles were made of dark green or olive - amber glass. Those made before 1780
were completely hand made. The rough shape of the bottle was blown and the rim of the neck was stuck
on afterwards. The rims were made separately in special moulding tools.
Between 1780 and 1830 bottles were still hand made but they were blown into a preformed mould, the rim
of the neck was still made separately and put on afterwards.
After 1830 most bottles were machine made into a two or three piece mould. The outside of these bottles
are usually very bumpy and have a very glittery texture. The mould lines are very clear as often the moulds
did not fit together properly.
Machine moulded bottles were made in just about every shape and size possible. An interesting fact is that
although now being mass produced the rims of the neck still had to be put on by hand.
After 1910 bottles were entirely machine made, even the rims being moulded on. The moulding seam now
goes all the way up the bottle.

Mike Howell.
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PWLL SWND
Herberts Quarry was as bleak and windswept as usual. Low cloud blotted out the surrounding moors
giving John and Diana Court, Heather Macdonald and myself an excuse not to start changing, for we knew
we had no chance to find Pwll Swnd under these conditions. However this pleasant state of affairs didn’t
last long and the clouds lifted revealing a vast expanse of very desolate moor land.
A hurried change and we were off following a bearing of 112 degrees which according to the Hereford
Caving Club member who had given us a talk on his club’s recent extensions to the cave, would take us
straight to the entrance. When we realised this would take us over the top of the nearest hill we put our
compasses away and followed our noses.
After about two miles John Court found the entrance and we set off in. Some 200ft of pleasant passage
took us to the 30ft pitch which we rigged. Below this a short crawl led to a good size chamber. It was
from here that HCC had followed the draught and dug out a narrow vertical fissure leading to a further
3000ft of cave.
The main cave could be reached via another passage and this we had visited on the 25th of April 1971
( reported in a past news letter )
The new extension was gated but the lock had been removed by persons unknown. I pulled open the gate,
slid into the fissure, closed the gate and slid down a rope which was tied to it. A low boulder strewn
chamber was reached and a deep rift led on. This was rigged with a 25ft ladder and we all descended.
We entered a complex series of passages, sandy crawls, rifts and avens. The way on eluded us for a while
until I poked my head into a little hole, found a good draught and a tell tail lump hammer. The crawls
continued until an interesting vertical Oxbow with a right angle bend. 15ft later I poked my head out into a
fairly large passage. Turning left after about 50ft I peered over a big black hole which denoted a pitch,
probably the 45ft one. Much grunting and cursing later the tackle and others arrived. After fags and choky
50ft of ladder was thrown down the hole with 50ft of rope providing the belay. However, 25ft down a
passage led off and this we guessed to be the way on.
A short crawl and into a chamber with three or more ways on. A quick recce found a pitch which proved to
be 15ft. We explored a series of crawls, chambers and impressive avens but found no way on. All the rock
in the area was dangerously sharp and friable. We retreated back to the chamber.
Time was pressing, so while John C and Heather had a fag Diana took one passage while I explored the
others. I ran along a good sized tunnel which soon degenerated to a low crawl. However after this was a
large chamber with numerous ways off. While scratching my head wondering which way to go I heard a
noise from below. Climbing down I found Diana contemplating a pitch. Without a rope there seemed no
way down so Diana traversed across and we returned to the chamber. One passage carried a strong draught
and Diana zoomed off in pursuit. Through some more crawls and into a reasonable sized passage. This led
to another pitch. Some pick-axes were stationed around so we guessed this was the main digging area.
We returned to the others and we started the pain full job of de-rigging and hauling the tackle out. We
emerged onto the surface after 5 ½ hours underground and started the hours plod back to the quarry.
Dusk was falling as we reached it and a final glance back revealed the darkening moor, absolutely silent
save for the tinkling of a distant stream. It didn’t seem to have been much affected by us.

John Elliott.
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CAVE RESCUE IN THE FOREST
Since the last cave rescue in the Forest when a scout was carried out from ‘ Jelly Churn ’ in Old ham by
GCRG things seem to have quietened down
However several incidents float back to the Butchers Arms which could have resulted in further Call Outs.
A few have been noted.
An unknown caver is reported to have fallen 15ft into water somewhere. On the surface one caver fell and
fractured an arm. It is further rumoured that they were fairly “ tanked up “
A member of BUSS fell down the pitch out of the mud 30ft in Westbury Brook. Fortunately his injuries
were not severe and his party were able to get him out.
This Easter a party from London were lost in Old Bow for 15 hrs. No one had been told where they were.
With the Forest quickly becoming a caving resort it is obvious that these incidents will continue and it
won’t be long before cavers will be required for further cave rescue work.
How is the GCRG equipped to cope efficiently with further rescue ? Much more important, are cavers in
the area themselves equipped and prepared to support the rescue group ? It is noticeable that many key
cavers in the Forest are dropping out of rescue work. Why is this ?
Cavers are usually very annoyed if they are not called out in an emergency. I mean, we all like to get our
faces in the papers, don’t we ? Perhaps many cavers think the GCRG needs restructuring . The committee
themselves feel this, but they need every bodies ideas to find a suitable solution.
A discussion on this subject is to be had at the coming AGM of the group. Those cavers especially the
more active contingent with ideas will be more then welcome.
Lets hope we can face the coming year with some confidence.
John Elliott.

